This paper considers the asymptotic properties for the spectrum of a positive integer power l of the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on an n-dimensional torus T . If N pλq is the number of eigenvalues counted with multiplicity, smaller than a real positive number λ, we establish a Weyl-type asymptotic formula for the spectral problem of the polyharmonic operators on T , that is, as λ Ñ`8
Introduction
Suppose that pM, gq be an n-dimensional smooth compact connected Rimannian manifold (with boundary BM or without boundary). The LaplaceBeltrami operator ∆ acting on functions is locally given by where px 1 , . . . , x n q is a local coordinate system, g ij dx i dx j is the fundamental tensor, pg ij q " pg ij q´1 and |g| " det pg ij q. Let l be a positive integer and let µ be a C l`2 function on M. Solutions of ∆µ " 0 and p´∆q 2 µ " 0 are called the classical harmonic functions and the biharmonic functions, respectively. Similarly, solutions of p´∆q l µ " 0, l P N, are called polyharmonic. One then naturally considers the eigenvalue problem p´∆q l µ " λµ, in M. It is well-known that the eigenvalue problem has a discrete spectrum, which is a discrete sequence of eigenvalues:
where each λ i pi " 1, 2,¨¨¨¨q has finite multiplicity which is repeated according to its multiplicity. When M has nonempty boundary for the polyharmonic eigenvalue problem (1.1), one can consider the corresponding Dirichlet spectrum or the corresponding Neumann spectrum.
An interesting problem in analysis asks: what is the relationship between the geometric quantities of M and the spectrum of the polyharmonic operators on M? This problem is originated from the inverse spectral problem for the Laplace operator posed by the physicist H. A. Lorentz in 1910: Given the spectrum of a vibrating membrane, can one infer the area of the membrane? If one express this question of Lorentz in terms of our membrane as the wellknown Dirichlet eigenvalue problem on a two-dimensional region M Ă R 2 , it emerges in the form:
where Vol M is the area of M. The asymptotic formulas (1.2) in particular implies that Vol M is a spectral invariant, i.e., one can hear the area of the plane region M by hearing all of the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian. Barely two years after Lorentz's conjecture was proved by H. Weyl [17, 18] . More generally, H. Weyl [18] proved the asymptotic formula for each of the closed eigenvalue problem, the Neumann eigenvalue problem, the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem and the mixed eigenvalue problem on an n-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M, as the following language given in I. Chavel [5, page 9] :
as λ Ñ`8, where ω n is the volume of the unit ball in R n . H. Weyl's proof led to the well-known Kac conjecture [9] for the Laplacian that perhaps the shape of a compact planar domain with a boundary is audible just by hearing all of the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian? Unfortunately, in 1992, C. Gordon, D. Webb and S. Wolpert [7, 8] answered Kac's question in the negative by an explicit construction of two plane domains with the same spectrum (there are higher dimensional examples for a similar problem by C. Gordon and D. Webb [6] ). Their method is based on a technique of T. Sunada [15] from number theory. Many important works have contributed to the research around these topics, not in terms of new results involving the polyharmonic operator problem (1.1) for any order l, but by improving sharper estimates for the remainder of the spectral asymptotic expansion and by imposing new ideas at most to the biharmonic operator equipped with a variety of boundary conditions, for example, Å. Pleijel [14] , J. Milnor [13] , H. Urakawa [16] , M. Sh. Birman and M. Z. Solomyak [3] , R. Brooks [4] , H. P. McKean and I. M. Singer [12] , M. Ashbaugh, F. Gesztesy, M. Mitrea and G. Teschl [1] , G. Q. Liu [10, 11] , and many others. Nowadays, it remains open to answer the interesting problem on eigenvalues of the polyharmonic operators on Riemannian manifolds. The aim of this paper is to show that you can hear the area of a torus by hearing the eigenvalues of the polyharmonic operators on the torus. More precisely, inspired by I. Chavel [5] , we establish a Weyl-type asymptotic formula for the counting function of the polyharmonic operator for any l on the torus, which covers the Weyl's asymptotic formula (1.3) when l " 1. Our new results are exactly the following statement. Theorem 1.1. In the eigenvalue problem of the polyharmonic operator of any positive integer l order on a torus T with the spectrum tλ k u 8 k"1 . Then for the counting function N pλq "
as λ Ñ`8, where ω n is the volume of the unit ball in R n and Vol T the area of T . Additionally,
as k Ñ`8.
Some facts and two lemmas
We begin by recalling some facts about a torus (see [5] ). The n-torus is the manifold T :" s 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆs1 , considered as the subset of R 2n , defined by
with some metric tensor g on it.
On the other hand, we can considered R n as a group under vector addition. We consider a subgroup L of R n , acting on R n by the translation βpxq " β`x for β P L, x P R n . If we shall assume that rank of L is n, we can fix linearly independent vectors tµ 1 ,¨¨¨, µ n u in L, for which
where Z denotes the integers. One easily check that L is a discrete group, that is equipped with a discrete topology, and the action of L on R n is properly discontinuous and free. The orbit of the origin under the action of L look like a lattice, so L can be called a lattice. The natural projection π : R n Ñ R n L is a Riemannian covering determined by the action of L. In this case R n L is compact and diffeomorphic to the torus T :" s 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆs1 . So, by a torus T, we can mean the quotient space T " R n L. For convenience, we consider the functions on T to be C l`2 complex value with compact support. We denote L 2 pT, Cq a Hilbert space with Hermitian inner product and induced norm
where ş T stands for the integral relative to the Riemannian volume element a |g|dx. The polyharmonic operators p´∆q l will act on complex-valued functions by acting on their real and imaginary parts separately, namely, for real-valued functions µ, ν on T , we have
From the divergence theorem, it is easily known that the polyharmonic operators are self-joint on L 2 pT, Cq, namely, pp´∆q l f, hq " pf, p´∆q l hq.
We are now in a position to prove the following result.
Lemma 2.1. For the eigenvalues problem of the polyharmonic operators on T the following is true:
(i) All eigenvalues are real.
(ii) Eigenfunctions Ψ m and Ψ n corresponding to distinct eigenvalues λ m and λ n , respectively, are orthogonal, i.e., pΨ m , Ψ n q " 0.
Proof. Since p´∆q l Ψ m " λ m Ψ m , and p´∆q l Ψ n " λ n Ψ n , it follows that
To prove (i), assume that m " n. Since pΨ m , Ψ m q ‰ 0, we see that λ m " λ m . Therefore λ m is real.
To prove (ii), assume that m ‰ n. Since λ n " λ n , we see that pλ m´λn qpΨ m , Ψ n q " 0.
But λ m ‰ λ n , so pΨ m , Ψ n q " 0.
Let L˚denote the dual vector space of L by L˚" ty P R n : xx, yy P Zy.
One can easily check that L˚is also a lattice of rank n, so L˚is called as the dual lattice of L. Associate to the basis tµ 1 , . . . , µ n u of L, the dual basis tω 1 , . . . , ω n u of L˚is determined by
where δ j i is the Kronecker delta. Now to each y P L˚, we denote the complex-value function φ y on R n by φ y pxq " expp2πixx, yyq, @x P R n .
By a direct calculation, we have
Therefore, each y P L˚determines an eigenfunction φ y pxq " expp2πixx, yyq for the polyharmonic operators p´∆q l on T " R n L with eigenvalue
From the above discussion and Lemma 2.1, it is known that L 2 pT, Cq can be span by the functions φ y (see [2] ).
To prove the Theorem 1.1, a little more is required.
Lemma 2.2. For given distinct elements y 1 , . . . , y k of L˚, the functions on T tφ y i : i " 1, . . . , ku are linearly independent.
Proof. When k " 1, Lemma 2.2 is valid trivially. Suppose that Lemma 2.2 is valid when k " p, namely, for given distinct elements y 1 , . . . , y p P L˚, tφ y i : i " 1, . . . , pu are linearly independent. Then when k " p`1, we choose any p`1 distinct elements γ 1 , . . . , γ p`1 P L˚, satisfy
where γ i " 1, . . . , p`1 are given choice of complex numbers. One can easily verify that
for all y m , y n P L˚. Thus, (2.3) and (2.4) imply
One now uses (2.1) to obtain 0 "
which reads as 0 "
From this, it follows γ 1 "¨¨¨" γ p " 0. So one can easily conclude that γ 1 "¨¨¨" γ p`1 " 0. Thus the lemma holds for m " k`1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let tµ 1 , . . . , µ n u be the basis of L referred to at the begining of Section 2. To each µ " ř n i"1 α i µ i in L, define the parallelopiped P pµq by P pµq " tx "
So P pµq is a fundamental domain of L, namely, no two distinct point of P pµq represent the same point of T . We have Vol T " VolP pµq for every µ P L.
Here we call P pµq a copy of T . Let A : R n ÝÑ R n is a linear transformation for which T " ApZ n q. Then we have L˚" pA˚q´1pZ n q, where A˚is the adjoint of A. If we let T˚denote the torus R n L˚, then we have
For each ω P L˚, let P˚pωq be the copy of L˚determined by ω and d its diameter, here d is independent of ω P L˚. Let Bprq be the closed ball in R n about the origin of radius r, N˚prq the number of points of L˚in Bprq and T˚prq the number of copies of L˚contained in Bprq, then one easily sees that Now the open polyhedron C˚prq, determined by all copies of T˚contained in Bprq has volume equal to pVol T˚qT˚prq. Thus we have (3.3) pVol T˚qT˚prq ≤ ω n R n .
On the other hand, set ζprq " mint|y| : y P L˚X BC˚prqu then ζprq ą r´d, which implies Bprq Ď C˚prq. Thus we have (3.4) ω n pr´dq n ≤ pVol T˚qT˚prq.
By using (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we get ω n pr´dq n Vol T ≤ N˚prq ≤ ω n pr`dq n Vol T. (3.5) From Lemma 2.2, for a given eigenvalue λ k ą 0, we know that the dimension of the eigenspace of λ k is equal to the number of solutions y P L˚of (2.2), which means that the counting function N pλq is equal to the number of elements of L˚lying within Bpλ 1{2l {2πq, namely, (3.6) N pλq " N˚pλ 1{2l {2πq.
Thus (3.5) and (3.6) imply (1.4), which in turn implies (1.5). Theorem 1.1 is proved completely.
